
 

 
PROGRAMMA DI LINGUA INGLESE a.s. 2022/2023 

 
CLASSE 3 CSU 
Prof.ssa Gemma Sanseverino 
 
Libri di testo in adozione: 
J.Wildman, Insight Upper-intermediate, OUP 
Jon Hird, Grammar and Vocabulary for the Real World, Oxford 
 
Unit 1: Inspiration 
Unit 2: The world around us 
Unit 3: Things that matter 
Unit 4: Mind and body 
Unit 5: Words 
Unit 6: The media and the message 
 
M. Spiazzi, M. Tavella & M. Layton Performer Heritage vol. 1, Zanichelli  
 
Grammar: 
Present simple/continuous, past simple, present perfect, past perfect.  
Can, will. 
Direct and reported speech.  
Zero, first, second and third conditional. 
Future tenses. Future continuous, future perfect and future perfect continuous.  
Time clauses.   
Phrasal verbs with out. 
Determiners.  
Compounds with participles. Ordering events in a story. 
Verbs and nouns with the same form.  
Suffixes with-ness, -ity, -ion.  
Used to, Would.  
Future in the past. 
Addition and contrast. 
Phrasal verbs with on. 
Advice, obligation and prohibition.  
Past modals. Phrases with points. 
Adjectives for describing stories 



 
Functions: 
Debate. Support your group's ideas.  Describing qualities. 
Talking about habitual behavior. 
Talk about ability. 
 
Vocabulary: 
Word analysis. Nouns prepositions  
 
Reading and writing: 
A covering letter. How to write: structure and action verbs.  
"A day in the life of a digital human". Phrasal verbs. Asking for instructions.  
A for and against essay.   
Strategy: making your writing neutral.  
Debate: for and against 
"The only way is forward". Critical thinking about challenges in life. 
"From Robben Island: the Dark Years".  
"A voice for the voiceless"  
Writing an article. Strategy, purpose and result. 
Organize a plan in order to write an article 
"Making school meaningful" 
Writing a blog. “Top three mysterious places”. 
"Things that matter". Writing a story 
"To clone or not to clone...".  
"A writer for all time". Word analysis. Talk about ability. 
Strategy: avoiding repetition. Text: "The Great Gatsby".  
 
Grammar book/LIM/ various links 
Revisione e approfondimenti di strutture grammaticali, funzioni linguistiche e lessico. 
Reading and use of English exercises- B2  
 
Conversation activities: 
Taking action  
Teenage activism 
Human rights and feminism 
Women leaders 
Change in your future  
to be afraid on the stage  
 
Educazione civica: 
A bus ride to freedom 
 
English Literature: 
The Anglo-Saxon and the Vikings 
The Norman conquest 
Anarchy. The Plantagenet.  
Magna Charta and the Peasants' Revolt. 
Scottish request for independence . 
The Scottish revolt led by W. Wallace 
The "Model Parliament" and the Scottish hero 
The war of the Roses. 
Technological skills: acquire informations about Magna Charta 
The development of poetry. 
The epic poem. 
The basics of poetry. Rhythm. Sound devices 



The medieval ballad and the medieval narrative poem.  
Rhythm, sound and language devices 
Beowulf: a national poem 
Beowulf: themes and epic style. 
Beowulf's funeral. 
Medieval ballads: Geordie. De André's song. 
Lord Randal. Visual analysis 
The ballad through time: Bob Dylan, "Blowing in the wind". 
G. Chaucher, biographical and cultural information.  
The Canterbury Tales: realism and allegory  
"The wife of Bath" 
The Tudors. Henry VIII and the Act of Supremacy. 
Bloody Mary. Elisabeth I: the virgin queen. 
The Spanish Armada. War at sea. 
Renaissance and New Learning. 
The early Stuarts. Gunpowder plot. The Civil war 
Charles I  
The Civil War and the Commonwealth 
The words of poetry. The sonnet. 
Metaphysical poetry. The style.  
The development of drama. Elizabethan theatre,  
Greek theatre and modern one. 
Christopher Marlowe. Doctor Faustus. 
Faustus's last monologue 
William Shakespeare. Life and works.  
Sonnets: the "fair youth" and the "dark lady". Themes and style. 
Sonnet: "Shall I compare thee". "Sonnet 116". 
Sonnet: “My mistress’ eyes” 
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